SUITE SOLUTIONS: SUITE ADAPTER
Real-Time Integration Without Custom Code

Integrating the applications in your ecosystem can be complex and costly. Building custom integration solutions from scratch is often a daunting prospect. Ensuring data synchronization is difficult and error-prone.

This SuiteAdapter SuiteSolution provides the ability to connect NetSuite with other applications, fulfilling a wide variety of common integration use cases, entirely within NetSuite’s user interface. We’ve written the scripts for you, so you don’t have to.

Key Features
- Single architecture to maintain NetSuite integrations.
- Configuration-driven interface allows integration with no custom script development.
- Secure and scalable integration with external HTTPS web services.
- Provides synchronous and asynchronous “push” messaging and scheduled “batch” integrations, sent from NetSuite to other applications.
- Provides common REST-like interfaces for other applications to connect to NetSuite.
- Rich mapping and data transformation capabilities.
How It Works
SuiteSolution’s SuiteAdapter adds a user interface for administrators to define and configure integrations between NetSuite and external web services. Integrations of multiple record types can operate simultaneously, and SuiteAdapter supports any record type which is exposed to SuiteScript, including all common entities, transactions and custom records.

While SuiteAdapter makes it easy to fully configure and manage integrations without any knowledge of SuiteScript, behind the scenes SuiteAdapter takes advantage of state-of-the-art security, scalability and extensibility provided by NetSuite’s SuiteScript 2.0 platform.